Some bond investors form expectations for future interest rates by either assuming that yields will not change over time (i.e. random walk), or that future spot rates will evolve to match current forward rates (i.e., the expectations hypothesis). Recent academic research argues that we can do significantly better by modeling term structure dynamics as some time-varying function of current spot and forward rates. Using a new Federal Reserve Board dataset, we examine the out-of-sample forecasting ability of these and other dynamic models for U.S. Treasury bonds and their excess returns. Broadly speaking, we find that none of these models has consistently and statistically outperformed a random walk across bond maturities since 1985. We reconcile our findings with those that claim stronger predictability by tracing the deterioration in out-of-sample forecasts to changes in the U.S. inflation process. From this, we specify simple yield dynamics that out-forecast a random walk in real time. We discuss avenues for future research.
What is the most accurate method for forecasting future U.S. Treasury yields and their expected future excess returns? Are forward rates or current yields better forecasts of future spot rates? Or is there some linear combination of current spot and forward rates that may better capture the time-variation in bond risk premia and, hence, more accurately forecast excess bond returns? Certainly, answers to these questions are of keen interest to fixed income investors.
One long-standing approach is to simply assume that bond yields follow a random walk. In this framework, interest rates are assumed to possess a unit root and are thus inherently unpredictable through time. Historically, formal statistical tests have generally failed to reject the null hypothesis of a unit root in the level of interest rates.
Another approach popular among certain investors is that future spot rates will evolve to match current forward rates (i.e., the pure expectations hypothesis). According to the pure expectations hypothesis (PEH), all government bonds-regardless of maturity-have the same expected return. Since the PEH assumes that bond risk premia are always zero, forward rates are the "optimal" or unbiased predictors of future spot rates. Of course, it is well known that forward rates are poor predictors of future bond yields for investment horizons ranging from three months to three years. 1 The empirical failure of the PEH implies that bond risk premia vary over time and thus may be predictable.
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Recent research finds that bond investors can do significantly better than both the forward curve and a random-walk forecast by modeling yield dynamics as some time-varying function of current spot and forward rates. Cochrane and Piazzesi [2005] , building off of the forward-spot spread regressions of Fama and Bliss [1987] , suggest including the entire initial forward curve as a predictive variable of one-year-ahead bond excess returns. They find that a single tent-shape "return-forecasting factor" derived from such a regression predicts excess returns on one-to five-maturity bonds with R 2 up to 44%. Diebold and Li [2006] and de Pooter [2007] argue that dynamic models of the term structure factors (i.e., level, slope, and curvature) produce one-yearahead yield forecasts that are more accurate than a random-walk forecast and the approach of 1 See, for instance, Fama and Bliss [1987] and Ilmanen [1996] . Fama [1984] conjectures that the predictive power of forward rates for future bond yields may be due to measurement error in failing to control for the liquidity premium embedded in forward rates. See also Buser et al [1996] . 2 The term "bond risk premium" is sometimes referred to in the literature as the "expected excess bond return" or the "term premium." Collectively, these synonymous terms represent the expected return on holding an n-maturity bond for one period over the risk-free short rate (e.g., the one-year T-bill). An upwardly-sloped yield curve is often cited as reflecting positive bond risk premia. Cochrane and Piazzesi (CP hereafter) . A possible explanation for the apparent success of these approaches could be due to some mean-reverting properties in the term structure.
In an attempt to assess the robustness of these approaches, we examine the out-of-sample predictability of these and other forecasting models. Exhibit 1 presents a complete list of the forecasting models we consider in this paper. Using a new Federal Reserve Board dataset for zero coupon U.S. Treasury yields, we generate real-time forecasts for the yields and excess returns for one-through five-year maturity bonds. Consistent with the literature, we focus on twelve-month-ahead out-of-sample forecasts. 3 We produce both recursive and rolling-window forecasts in real time. We then test whether the model forecast errors are statistically lower than a random walk forecast.
Broadly speaking, we find that none of th e s e individual m o d e l s h a s c o n s i s t e n t l y a n d statistically outperformed a random walk across bond maturities since 1985. These results hold for the forecasts of either yields or excess returns. We can also show that our results are not an artifact of pricing errors from fitting our zero coupon data set. We obtain similar results using either the unsmoothed Fama-Bliss zero-coupon yields employed in those aforementioned studies, or constant-maturity U.S. Treasury coupon bonds.
We attempt to reconcile our findings of weak predictability with previous studies that claim stronger out-of-sample predictability. To do so, we first examine the correlation of forecast errors among forecasting models, as well as correlation across bond maturities. We find that most models produce similar forecasts, implying that they collectively do a poor job of forecasting the "level" factor of interest rates. We show that a simple equal-weighted average of the twelve models improves the out-of-sample forecasts somewhat.
We then examine how the relative forecasting performance of these models changes over time. We document that the predictability of these models deteriorates significantly beginning in the late 1980s. Collectively, the real-time forecasts are especially poor for the ten years ending in 2007. We hypothesize that these observed changes in bond dynamics are linked to changes in the U.S. inflation process. To test our hypothesis, we are motivated by Fama [2004] to model the term structure as the sum of a long-term expected inflation rate, which is subject to periodic permanent shocks, and a mean-reverting component that has unconditional zero mean. In a timeseries domain, we can think of the term structure as representing the sum of a stochastic trend component and a serially uncorrelated transitory component.
Unlike the other models we consider, this simple framework consistently outperforms a random walk out-of-sample for all bond maturities when estimated using a rolling window. We discuss that this simple statistical process better captures the trend toward lower and more stable inflation expectations. These results parallel the research of Stock an d W atson [2006] on forecasting U.S. inflation. We conclude the paper with the implications of our findings, and discuss our thoughts on future research.
Data and methodology
Previous studies that have documented out-of-sample bond predictability rely upon the CRSP unsmoothed Fama-Bliss yield files as their benchmark yield curve. However, Dai, Singleton and Yang [2004] question whether such predictability is robust to alternative estimated yield curves.
To address this concern, we consult a new data set on zero coupon bonds from the Federal
Reserve Board (FRB data hereafter).
The FRB yield curve data are available on a daily frequency beginning in 1961 and are estimated using the Svensson [1994] method. 4 The underlying Treasury security prices come from the CRSP daily Treasury file before December 1987, and thereafter from proprietary quotes from the Federal Reserve Bank of New York. Like the CRSP files, the FRB dataset filters the prices quotes on the basis of liquidity and callable features.
We collect month-end continuously compounded zero-coupon yields. We then calculate oneyear forward rates, annual holding period returns, and expected excess bond returns. Given the limited historical availability of longer-duration outstanding Treasury securities, we follow Fama and Bliss [1987] and CP [2005] and focus on one-through five-year maturity bonds. 4 The FRB dataset is fully described in Gürkaynak, Sack and Wright [2006] . The data can be found at the website of Estimated Models
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Notes: The term y n,t+1 represents the annual change in yield on a n-maturity zero coupon bond. f n h,t is the annualized n-year forward rate, h years hence. x i,t and q i ' are the i th principal component and its associated eigenvector.  and  are white noise. For each model, we also run forecasting regressions for expected bond excess returns (er n, t+1 ), defined as the difference between the n-maturity zero-coupon bond's holding period return over the following twelve months and the yield on the short term bond (y 1 ) at the beginning of the month. we generate both recursive and rolling 10-year-window forecasts for yields and excess returns for the next twelve months. Re-estimating the models every month in real time prevents formulating forecasts that possess "look-ahead" bias.
Evaluating the out-of-sample forecasts
We compute the root mean squared error (RMSE) of the forecasts for each dynamic yield curve model in Exhibit 1. Since forecast errors may be highly correlated, we follow Timmerman [2006] and also consider the RMSE of an equal-weighted average of all models. We focus on RMSE since the loss functions of other metrics for forecast accuracy (e.g., mean absolute error) are less consistent under least squares estimation.
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We test whether the forecast errors of these models are statistically lower than a random walk forecast (Model #2). While we use data at a monthly frequency, our twelve-month-ahead overlapping forecasts require us to account for potential serial correlation in our estimation and hypothesis testing. 7 We follow Harvey, Leybourne and Newbold [1997] and compute Modified Diebold-Mariano test statistics (hereafter, MDM test). In our MDM tests, the null hypothesis is that a competing model produces the same forecast as a random walk.
5 Fama and Bliss [1987] , CP [2005] , and others discard long-bond data before 1964 on account of illiquidity. 6 Under least squares estimation, RMSE is the only loss function that permits the use of McCracken [2004] asymptotic critical values in testing hypotheses about relative forecast accuracy. 7 Note that most of the model specifications listed in Table 1 involve lagged dependent variables as explanatory variables. Since we are focusing on twelve-month-ahead forecasts, serial correlation in the error terms of the overlapping regressions will bias our OLS estimates. Therefore, when appropriate, we estimate the model by 2SLS and we use the contemporaneous explanatory variables as well as their lags as instruments in the regression. In all cases we estimate coefficients standard errors through Newey-West HAC estimators. Exhibit 2 reports the out-of-sample RMSEs for the 12-month-ahead yield forecasts. 9 The table considers two approaches to real-time forecasting. Panel A presents the models' RMSEs using a recursive sample, such that the initial observation of the estimation window fixed at January 1964. Panel B shows the results using forecasting regressions fitted over a trailing tenyear window (i.e., last 120 data points). Rolling estimating windows are popular among practitioners who may wish to more quickly adjust for structural breaks in the in-sample period.
Broadly speaking, Exhibit 2 reveals very little evidence of meaningful bond yield predictability. In particular, the recursive forecasts in Panel A indicate that a random walk (Model #2) produces the most accurate year-ahead yield forecasts for bonds with durations shorter than three years. For the 1-year and 2-year bond yields the performance of the FB spread regression and the Diebold-Li approach are markedly worse than a random walk. For the 5-year bond, only the CP forward curve regression (Model #5) has a slightly lower RMSE over our sample period. It should be noted that no model (individually or collectively) produces a more accurate forecast than the random walk when judged using critical values from the Student tdistribution. former that is not in the latter. As one would expect with nested models, these tests were similar to the MDM tests on RMSE differences presented in Exhibit A1. Overall, we conclude that none of the models produces statistically better one-year ahead forecasts for excess bond returns over the 1985-2007 sample versus a simple random walk. We stress again that no model (individually or collectively) produces a more accurate forecast than the random walk when judged using critical values from the Student t-distribution. Given our results for forecasting yields, however, this is not terribly surprising when one recalls that the RMSE for an n-year coupon bond's excess returns is equal to   1  n times the RMSE for the yield forecasts in Table 2. 13 11 The reader is referred to Exhibit A2 in the appendix for the McCracken [2004] critical values used in the MDM tests. In the case of models #5 and #7 above, the corresponding critical values are negative, which explains why the models are statistically better than a RW even though their RMSE are higher. 12 As in Dai, Singleton and Yang [2004] , our estimated CP forward curve factor is not "hump-shaped," but rather "wavy." This is likely a symptom of multicollinearity in the CP regression (see also Cochrane and Piazzesi [2004] ). 13 That is, the RMSE for excess bond return forecasts increase with the zero-coupon bond's duration.
Time-varying forecast accuracy
How do we reconcile our findings of weak predictability with those that claim stronger out- Mankiw and Miron [1986] provides a longer-term perspective with respect to forward rates. 16 We do find that the Diebold-Li model outperforms all other models when our out-of-sample period is chosen to match the 1994-2000 sample chosen by Diebold and Li [2006] . 17 The figures for other bond maturities are nearly identical and are available from the authors upon request. 18 The MDM test is based on the average difference of the squared forecast errors between the random walk model and each of its competitors model. Thus, a positive average model differential indicates a lower RMSE relative to the random walk.
sample, but the CP model's relative accuracy diminishes and becomes insignificant beginning in the early 1990s. Furthermore, we find this decline in forecast accuracy is observed for all bond maturities.
Exhibit 7 presents the correlation in errors of the equal-weighted forecasts (Model #13) between any two bond maturities. The lowest cross-maturity correlation is 88% between the 1-year and 5-year bonds. 
A simple explanation
The patterns in Exhibits 6 and 7 imply that the models-as a group-do a poor job of forecasting the level of interest rates. As is well known, the "level" term structure factor accounts for approximately 90% of the volatility in U.S. interest rates and is highly correlated with inflation expectations. 19 Exhibit 8 documents the coincidence between the decline in realized interest-rate volatility and an (expected) inflation rate that is lower and much less volatile than it was in the 1970s and early 1980s. In their study of inflation forecasting models, Stock and Watson [2006] and Davis [2007] document the dramatic changes in U.S. inflation dynamics. During the 1970s, they point out that the inflation process was well approximated by a low-order autoregressive process, similar in reduced-form to many of the yield forecasting models that we have reviewed in this paper. Stock and Watson find that the accuracy of recursive and rolling autoregressive inflation forecasts breaks down dramatically beginning in the mid-1980s as the rate of inflation (expectations) declines and becomes more stable.
Based on these observations, we hypothesize that the poor and deteriorating forecasting ability of the yield curve models are linked to changes in the U.S. inflation process. To test our hypothesis, we adopt the framework of Fama [2004] and model the term structure as the sum of two components: (1) a long-term expected inflation rate that is subject to periodic permanent shocks and (2) 
Conclusions and future research
Recent research finds that bond investors can do significantly better than both the forward curve and a random-walk forecast by modeling yield dynamics as some time-varying function of current spot and forward rates. We examine the out-of-sample predictability of these and other forecasting models in an attempt to assess their robustness. Using a new Federal Reserve Board dataset for U.S. Treasury yields, we generate real-time forecasts for the yields and excess returns for one-through five-year maturity bonds.
Broadly speaking, we find that none of these previously documented models has consistently and statistically outperformed a random walk across bond maturities since 1985. These results hold for the forecasts of either yields or excess returns. An equal-weighted average of the individual model forecasts does improve results, although not sufficiently to produce definitive improvement over a random walk.
We trace our findings of weak predictability to changes in U.S. inflation dynamics. To prove our point, we model the term structure as the sum of a long-term expected inflation rate that is subject to periodic permanent shocks and a mean-reverting component that has unconditional zero mean. Specifically, we model bond yields as a time-varying first order integrated moving average process (IMA(1,1)) that may better capture the trend toward lower and more stable inflation expectations. The rolling-window forecasts from this IMA(1,1) model consistentlyalbeit modestly-outperforms a random walk out-of-sample.
Our results raise as many questions as they answer. Most obviously, could bond portfolio managers "beat the market" with this purely "mechanical" process? We document that certain models and techniques significantly outperform forward rates, which investors consider as the future "breakeven" yield levels and spreads when evaluating active fixed income strategies.
Separately modeling real yields and inflation may also prove fruitful. Our simple IMA(1,1) process (more) effectively captures changes in long-term expected inflation rates, but such a model is not intended to model real yield dynamics. Introducing time-varying correlations between inflation shocks and real-yield shocks may also be beneficial (e.g., Campbell et al [2007] ), as the correlation between the two have changed fundamentally over time.
And while we show that these dynamic models collectively do a poor job of forecasting the "level" factor of interest rates, our preliminary analysis reveals better out-of-sample predictability in forecasting yield spreads. Indeed, Cochrane and Piazzesi [2005] speculate that the predictive power of their tent-shaped forward-curve factor lies in how its concave shape interacts with the curvature of the forward curve. If correct, this explanation would be consistent with the way practitioners use the forward curve for designing certain fixed income strategies, including yield curve steepening and flattening trades.
Finally, it would be interesting to examine whether incorporating a macroeconomic model would improve its real-time predictability. Ang and Piazzesi (2003) , for instance, incorporate measures of inflation and real activity in their no-arbitrage term-structure and observe a marginal improvement in their yield forecasts. However, that model suffers from look-ahead bias since the macroeconomic data are not lagged to account for the delay when such data are released to the bond market.
That said, we are skeptical that any macro-finance term-structure model will consistently display economically significant trading profits. This is simply because to show otherwise would imply that the U.S. Treasury bond market systematically misprices such basic macro dynamics.
As Stock and Watson [2006] and Ang et al [2006] have shown for forecasting inflation and real GDP growth, respectively, changing macroeconomic dynamics imply that our simple statistical benchmark will prove challenging for active bond investors to beat.
Appendix
Exhibit A1 presents the MDM test statistics for the real-time yield forecasts. The null hypothesis of the MDM test is that a model's twelve-month-ahead yield forecast is identical to a no-change forecast (i.e., the random walk model). 
Recursive forecasts Rolling window forecasts
Notes: Number of "excess" parameters of each model relative to random walk (Model #2). There are 253 in-sample observations and 272 out-of-sample predictions, so the appropriate McCracken test ratio   1.
